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Chapter 6 

In this chapter, we will discuss how to design and model optimizations 
and simulations on an SAP HANA platform.

6 Simulations and Optimizations

This chapter explains how to use SAP HANA to design simulation and optimiza-
tion models through an in-depth case study. While considering an equally distrib-
uted portfolio with n symbols/stock securities, we will simulate value-at-risk with
a Monte Carlo simulation using the Geometric Brownian Motion (GBM) model.
This chapter also covers complex operations such as matrix inversion, matrix
algebra, and the creation of mean-covariance matrices with stock securities on an
SAP HANA platform for optimizing an investment portfolio.

Let’s begin by reviewing the parameters of the case study that will serve as a run-
ning example throughout this chapter.

6.1 Case Study

Many countries have stock markets, such as NASDAQ, S&P, and so on. Compa-
nies listed in these markets allow the public to invest in their stocks. These stocks
are traded every working day of the stock market, and investment management
companies create portfolios to manage the investments in these stocks in order to
produce better returns on clients’ investments. The following terms and defini-
tions will be found throughout this chapter and case study:

� Security 
The financial instrument of a listed company in a stock market. The terms sym-
bol and stock are used similarly in this case study.

� Portfolio 
A range of securities in which an organization or individual has invested.

� Security return
The daily return of a security is the difference between the opening value of the
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security and the closing value of the security in the stock market; this is usually
a monetary value. Similarly, the monthly return of a security is the difference
between the opening value on the first trading day of the month and the clos-
ing value on the last trading day of the month.

� Portfolio return
An aggregation of the return on all securities in a portfolio. Similar to a security
return, it can be calculated on a daily or monthly basis.

For the purposes of this chapter, in this case study we will create a portfolio that
includes the top 40 companies traded in NASDAQ. Henceforth, the word portfolio
will refer to a collection of these securities. This portfolio consists of a wide range
of securities from IT, healthcare, and retail industries.

The purpose of this case study is to simulate the value-at-risk for this portfolio, a
statistical technique that is used to measure the level of financial risk for an
investment portfolio over a specified period of time. If the value-at-risk is high,
investment management should consider optimizing the portfolio. In subsequent
sections, we will cover how to optimize the portfolio by maximizing the portfolio
return. We will also define the mathematical models and constraints for optimiz-
ing the portfolio in the process of solving this problem.

Technical Implementation

This chapter focuses only on the technical implementation of simulating the value-at-
risk and optimizing the portfolio return. We will cover how to perform various opera-
tions that are needed for this case study in SAP HANA.

6.2 Monte Carlo Simulation of Value-at-Risk

To simulate value-at-risk for the case study, we will use the Monte Carlo simulation
technique, a popular problem-solving technique for approximating the probabil-
ity of particular outcomes through multiple simulations using random variables.

In this case study, we are calculating the approximate value of the portfolio return
for a future time using multiple trial runs and random variables. Value-at-risk will
be the outcome of this statistical approximation for the future return value.
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There are different statistical models that can be used for approximating value-at-
risk. Here, we will use the GBM model, which uses random variables along with
parameters based on the historic performance of a portfolio.

In this section, we will first look at the various random variable generation tech-
niques in SAP HANA. We will then provide insight into the GBM model before
moving on to designing logical models in SAP HANA. Finally, we will look at and
compare alternative approaches for implementing and simulating value-at-risk.

6.2.1 Random Variable Generation

Randomization is the most important step in calculating value-at-risk outcomes in
a Monte Carlo simulation. SAP HANA supports four distinct random distribution
sampling techniques to generate random variables through the PAL function
DISTRRANDOM: uniform, normal, weibull, and gamma.

In this section, we will look at these four random distribution techniques, their
equations, parameters, and control tables. Then, to better understand the distri-
bution output of the random variables generated, we will discuss binning func-
tionality.

Random Distribution Techniques

In this section, we will look at the four random distribution techniques.

Uniform

Uniform distribution (also known as rectangular distribution) occurs when all inter-
vals are of the same length between each given minimum and maximum value.
The number of sampling values in each interval will be uniform. The probability
of uniform distribution is constant. SAP HANA uses the uniform distribution
function for generating random variables, like the one shown here:

The distribution control table to generate uniformly distributed random numbers
requires minimum and maximum values. Figure 6.1 shows the distribution con-
trol table values as an example.
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Figure 6.1  Uniform Distribution Control Table

The output of these random variables in a uniform distribution looks as shown in
Figure 6.2. The output shows that the number of random variables in each inter-
val is in a similar range.

Figure 6.2  Uniform Distribution of Random Numbers

Shape of Distribution

The bars in Figure 6.2 will change with the next random generation. However, although
the numbers generated are random, the overall pattern will be same. This is true for all
random generation techniques discussed in this chapter.

Normal

A normal distribution is defined with a variant of x, a mean of μ and a variance of
σ2. This distribution usually forms a bell shape. An example of a random variable
SAP HANA generates with the normal distribution is as follows:
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There are two parameters that control normal distribution random number gen-
eration: mean and variance. A mean of 0 and variance of 1 are most commonly
used for generating a bell-shaped normal distribution. Figure 6.3 shows the con-
trol parameters for the normal distribution.

Figure 6.3  Normal Distribution Generation Control Parameters

By generating a chart from the Figure 6.3 control values, you can see normally
distributed random numbers, as shown in Figure 6.4.

Figure 6.4  Normal Distribution of Random Variables
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Most Monte Carlo simulations require the normal distribution of random vari-
ables. For such simulations, you want each simulation that is normally distributed
to have a mean of 0 and variance of 1.

The bin shown for the normal distribution technique shows the overall random
sample distribution to be normal while using normal distribution.

Binning

Binning is a way to group number values into small groups or “bins”. We will discuss the
binning functionality in detail in the Binning section.

Aggregating the random numbers shows a mean of 0 and a variance of 1. This is
the technique we will use for the case study.

Weibull

The following equation shows a two-parameter weibull probability density func-
tion of a random variable of SAP HANA:

This distribution is used for survival analysis and life distribution analysis. The K
parameter effects the shape of the distribution, and λ defines the slope or scale of
the distribution. Figure 6.5 shows the weibull distribution input parameters.

Figure 6.5  Weibull Distribution Input Parameters

Figure 6.6 shows the weibull distribution generation in a graphical chart after
generating random numbers, illustrating the distribution along with binning.
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Figure 6.6  Weibull Random Variable Distribution

Gamma

The following equation defines the gamma probability density function with a
shape parameter of K and a scale parameter of θ (this is an exponential distribu-
tion function):

The parameter control table with gamma distribution is shown in Figure 6.7.

Figure 6.7  Gamma Distribution Parameter Values

The result of these parameters is shown in the distribution table in Figure 6.8.
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Figure 6.8  Gamma Distribution of Random Variables

As you can see, these four random variable generation techniques produce differ-
ent distributions based on their parameters.

In the next section, we will look how these results can be understood in SAP
HANA.

Binning

It is not easy to understand the distribution of outputs generated by random vari-
able generators by looking directly at the result sets. As an alternative, you can
leverage the SAP HANA PAL binning functionality to better understand the distri-
bution. Binning is an effective way to understand the distribution of random vari-
ables. All PAL functions are multithreaded and use the processing power of the
SAP HANA servers, and using a binning function is an efficient way of manually
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classifying groups in boilerplate SQL code. You can control the output bins by
using various parameters and potentially avoid writing boilerplate code in SQL.

Using the SAP HANA AFL framework, generate a wrapper procedure called BIN-
NING_VAR_PROC for the BINNING PAL function and use the output of the random
distribution as an input to this procedure to better understand the distribution of
random numbers. Listing 6.1 provides common code for generating random dis-
tributions and viewing the result after binning.

CREATE PROCEDURE MONTECARLO.RANDOM_DISTRIBUTION_BIN (OUT v_
output "MONTECARLO"."PAL_BINNING_RESULT_T")
LANGUAGE SQLScript READS SQL DATA WITH RESULT VIEW
MONTECARLO.BIN_DISTRIBUTION AS

BEGIN

input1= SELECT * from "MONTECARLO"."PAL_DISTRRANDOM_DISTRPARAM_TBL";
input2 = SELECT * FROM "MONTECARLO"."PAL_CONTROL_TBL_ANIL";
CALL "MONTECARLO"."DISTRRANDOM_PROC" (:input1, :input2, dis_inp);

bin_input = SELECT "ID", "RANDOM" AS "VAR" FROM :dis_inp;
control_input = SELECT * FROM "MONTECARLO"."BIN_PAL_CONTROL_TBL";

CALL "MONTECARLO"."BINNING_VAR_PROC"(:bin_input, :control_input,
v_output);

END;

Listing 6.1  Random Variable Generation Code

In Listing 6.1, DISTRRANDOM_PROC will generate a distribution as per the control
parameter and distribution parameter tables. Use the output of the random gen-
eration as an input for the binning function BINNING_VAR_PROC to understand the
distribution.

Random Generation Outputs

The figures provided for each of the random generation techniques are outputs of the
procedure in Listing 6.1, with different control parameter values for random distri-
butions. The result view analysis in SAP HANA Studio is used to produce Figure 6.2,
Figure 6.4, Figure 6.6, and Figure 6.8.

In a control input table for generating random numbers, there are three parame-
ters for generating input numbers:
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� THREAD_NUMBER 
For performance, this displays how many threads to use to generate a distribu-
tion.

� SEED 
Initializes the random generation for pseudo random generation. Here, use 0.

� NUM_RANDOM 
Indicates the number of random variables to be generated.

Figure 6.9 is an example of a control table for generating random variables.

Figure 6.9  Control Table for All Types of Random Sample Distribution

We will use the normal distribution’s random variables in the next section for the
Monte Carlo simulation, define the GBM model along with random variables,
and run simulations for the portfolio return. Based on these simulated outcomes,
we will calculate the value-at-risk.

6.2.2 Simulation Model and Process

A randomly distributed process (also referred as a stochastic process) St is said to
follow the GBM model if it satisfies the following equation, where Wt is a Brown-
ian motion and σ and μ are constants:

The first part (μStdt) of this differential equation is referred to as the drift in time
or trend. The second part of the equation (σStdWt) is called random noise and con-
trols the trajectory of the simulation. Because it is a random approximation in
time, this is a Monte Carlo simulation.

Random Numbers in a GBM Model

In a GBM model, the number of random numbers depends on the input parameters of
the date you want to know the value-at-risk. It can be 10 days in advance, 180 days in
advance, or higher for long-term securities.
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The overall process of a value-at-risk simulation is shown in Figure 6.10.

Figure 6.10  Overall Value-At-Risk Simulation Process

We will describe the process seen in Figure 6.10 step by step:

� Stock quotes 
In this step, we will discuss the data storage of stock market prices.

� Select stocks 
This is the process of creating a portfolio and using that portfolio for a simula-
tion. Because you already have defined a portfolio with the top 40 company
securities in it, continue using that portfolio.

� Calculate return 
In this step, define the SAP HANA logical model for calculating return.

� Simulate portfolio
In this step, discuss the logic for implementing the simulation model.

� Calculate value-at-risk 
In this step, calculate the value-at-risk from the simulation outcomes.

In the following sections, we will implement each of these steps in SAP HANA by
creating a stock table to calculate the value-at-risk.

Stock Quotes

Figure 6.11 shows the table definition of a stock quote with a sample stock. This
table is populated every day from NASDAQ or similar stock markets using SAP
HANA ETL tools.

As previously discussed, a portfolio is combination of various securities, usually
diversified with the various stocks of a company and its weights. For this case
study, we have uniformly distributed the weights of randomly picked stocks to
create a portfolio (see Figure 6.12).

Stock quotes Select stocks Calculate return
Simulate 
portfolio

Calculate VaR
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Figure 6.11  Stock Quote Table Structure

Figure 6.12  Portfolio Definition Structure

Figure 6.12 is populated with a portfolio that consists of up to 40 securities. Ini-
tially, you will weight each of these securities in your portfolio as 1/40, or 0.025.
Once the initial portfolio is created, you can calculate the portfolio return.

Calculate Return

The monthly return of a stock is calculated as the difference between the values of
a stock on opening day and on the last day of the month. Figure 6.13 shows a
table containing the columns MONTH_LAST and MONTH_FIRST for each month. The
difference between these two values for each month is the monthly return.

A portfolio’s monthly and daily return is the sum of the monthly and daily
returns of all stocks that belong to a portfolio. A calculation view definition that
calculates stock returns is depicted in Figure 6.14.

We will use the calculated daily return to determine the mean and standard devi-
ation of the portfolio, which are used as constants in the GBM simulation.
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Figure 6.13  Monthly Return of a Security

Figure 6.14  Calculation View Definition of Portfolio’s Monthly and Daily Returns
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Simulate Return

Using the concepts covered in Section 6.1 and Section 6.2.1, Listing 6.2 presents
the pseudocode for the Monte Carlo simulation with a GBM model.

select round(AVG(A_R),6), round(STDDEV(A_
R),6), count(*), round(STDDEV(A_R)/sqrt(count(*)),6)
into drift_of_return, stddev_of_return, number_of_time_steps, dt
from (
select DATE_SQL, SUM(DAILY_RETURN*WEIGHT) A_R

from "_SYS_BIC"."montecarlo/AN_STOCK_RETURN"
where ID = :PORTF_ID
and DATE_SQL between :BEGIN_DATE and :END_DATE
group by DATE_SQL

);

TOPROWS := TIME_STEPS * SERIES;

input1 = SELECT * FROM MONTECARLO.PAL_DISTRRANDOM_DISTRPARAM_TBL;
input2 = SELECT * FROM MONTECARLO.PAL_CONTROL_TBL

union
select 'NUM_RANDOM', :TIME_STEPS, null, null from dummy ;

for k in 1 .. :SERIES do
CALL MONTECARLO.DISTRRANDOM_PROC(:input1, :input2, v_output);
eps_list = select top :TIME_STEPS "ID" as row_

id, RANDOM as eps from :v_output;
insert into MONTECARLO.SIM_LOOP_WORK_TEMP select :k, 0, :INIT_

RETURN, :INIT_RETURN, 0 from dummy;
select 0,0 into t,W from dummy;
for i in 1 .. :TIME_STEPS do

select eps into eps from :eps_list where row_id = :i-1;
dW := stddev_of_return*eps*sqrt(dt);
t := dt*i;
W := W + dW;
insert into MONTECARLO.SIM_LOOP_WORK_TEMP
select top 1 :k, :i, RETURN_+RETURN_*(:drift_of_return*:dt+:dW),

(RETURN_2+RETURN_2*(:drift_of_return*:dt+:dW))*exp((:drift_
of_return*t-0.5*:stddev_of_return*:stddev_of_return*:t) + :W),

0 from MONTECARLO.SIM_LOOP_WORK_TEMP where SERIES =
:k order by TIME_STEPS desc;

end for;
end for;

Listing 6.2  Pseudocode for Monte Carlo Simulation
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The following are inputs used in Listing 6.2:

� Portfolio ID  
The portfolio for which you want to simulate the future value-at-risk.

� Date range 
The daily returns of the stocks selected for a given date range.

� Series 
The number of required simulations.

� Time steps 
A future date that requires a value-at-risk to be simulated.

� Reliability 
The confidence level for the value-at-risk.

� Base return 
The future value of this base return will be simulated.

In Listing 6.2, the initial query retrieves the primary parameters from the stock
market data (i.e., the drift and trend that are used for the GBM simulation). Then,
simulation loops deduce the future value of the portfolio.

As shown in Listing 6.2, the Monte Carlo simulation for value-at-risk using the
GBM model involves simulating the daily stock value for the nth day in the future
for m iterations. Then, the lowest value of the nth day, based on a desired confi-
dence level, is used as the value-at-risk. As discussed earlier, the mean and stan-
dard deviation are used as constants for trend/drift in time and random noise
(also referred to as volatility).

The output of the simulation procedure is shown in Figure 6.15 for the base value
of 100 dollars, the number of the simulation as 1, the number of time steps as 5,
and a reliability of 0.99.

The output contains the simulation number in the STEPS column. The TIME_
STEPS column contains the day from the end-date. The RETURN_ column is the
simulated portfolio return. We will use this output to calculate value-at-risk in
the next section.
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Figure 6.15  GBM Simulation Output

Calculate Value-At-Risk

Value-at-risk is the max value of the reliability percent record. This can be calcu-
lated using simple SQL by selecting the top percentage records of the simulation
value for the nth day. Figure 6.16 illustrates how to calculate value-at-risk from a
simulation result created in the previous section.

Figure 6.16  Value-at-Risk Calculation

You can calculate the percent of records that need to be considered for a simula-
tion based on the user input. If the reliability input for the procedure is 0.99, that

- Pick up records where times = 5.
- Pick up the top value of return in worst 1%.
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means value-at-risk is of 99% confidence. In this case, choose 1% of the lowest
RETURNS_ of the simulation. The highest value of this 1% record will be deter-
mined as the value-at-risk. Remember, you are looking at only the nth day of the
simulation; all of the lowest value selections are only for that day.

Now that you have calculated value-at-risk for the simulation output, you will
want to see the distribution of the simulation itself. You used the binning tech-
nique to see the distribution of random variables, and you can effectively use the
same technique to understand the distribution of the simulation of RETURN_OF.
Remember, you are interested in the last day of the simulation.

If you bin the output of the simulated value-at-risk for each of the simulations, the
distribution will resemble that shown in Figure 6.17.

Figure 6.17  Value-at-Risk Simulation Output Distribution

You will notice that the overall simulation is also normally distributed.

One of challenges of pseudocode is that it can be slow due to imperative logic.
One way to optimize its performance is to execute the simulation procedure in
different connection sessions in parallel. In addition to this option, in the follow-
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ing sections we will try another approach to avoid imperative logic with random
distribution.

6.2.3 Avoiding Imperative Logic

Imperative logic in a SQLScript stored procedure prohibits SAP HANA from using
its full processing power due to the sequential nature of the execution require-
ments. Some of the logic can be executed using SQL statements that make use of
parallel processing in SAP HANA. Using set theory or thinking in sets is another
approach to utilizing parallel computing power through SQL processing.

Looking at Listing 6.2, you can see that there are a couple of loops. The first loop
is used for calculating the return for each day. Another loop is used for the num-
ber of simulations. We call this technique a stepwise simulation, which has a loop
simulating each day of a return.

If the number of simulations are large, you can explore generating random distri-
butions once for all simulations and adjust the stepwise processing in the formula
for the Monte Carlo simulation. Listing 6.3 is pseudocode for this new logic in
which we generate the random variables once for all the simulations. We call this
a non-stepwise technique.

select round(AVG(A_R),6), round(STDDEV(A_
R),6), count(*), round(STDDEV(A_R)/sqrt(count(*)),6)
into drift_of_return, stddev_of_return, number_of_time_steps, dt
from (
select DATE_SQL, SUM(DAILY_RETURN*WEIGHT) A_R

from "_SYS_BIC"."montecarlo/AN_STOCK_RETURN"
where ID = :PORTF_ID
and DATE_SQL between :BEGIN_DATE and :END_DATE
group by DATE_SQL

);

TOPROWS := TIME_STEPS * SERIES;

input1 = SELECT * FROM MONTECARLO.PAL_DISTRRANDOM_DISTRPARAM_TBL;
input2 = SELECT * FROM MONTECARLO.PAL_CONTROL_TBL

union
select 'NUM_RANDOM', :TOPROWS, null, null from dummy ;

CALL MONTECARLO.DISTRRANDOM_PROC(:input1, :input2, v_output);

eps_list = select top :TOPROWS "ID" as row_id, CASE WHEN
MOD("ID"+1,:TIME_STEPS) = 0 THEN :TIME_STEPS ELSE MOD("ID"+1,
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:TIME_STEPS) END AS "times",
RANDOM as eps, :dt dt, :stddev_of_return sigma,
:drift_of_return drift_of_return
from :v_output;

eps2 = select "times", sigma*eps*sqrt(dt) dW,
dt*"times" t, sigma*eps*sqrt(dt)*"times" W, sigma, dt,
row_id, drift_of_return from :eps_list;

out1 = select FLOOR((row_id-1)/:TIME_STEPS)+1
"SERIES", "times" as "TIME_STEPS",
(:INIT_RETURN+:INIT_RETURN*(drift_of_return*dt+dW))*exp(
(drift_of_return*t-0.5*sigma*sigma*t) + W) "RETURN_"

from :eps2 order by 1;

Listing 6.3  GBM without a Loop

In Listing 6.3, the random variables are generated once; the GBM processing is
adjusted to cater for the non-stepwise processing required.

Figure 6.18 depicts the overall GBM output without loops.

Figure 6.18  Non-Stepwise GBM Output
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The output visualization in Figure 6.18 is created using SAP BusinessObjects BI to
create visualizations for comparison. The distribution of the simulation in Figure
6.18 is normal. The leftmost four bars in the distribution are the values below and
close to value-at-risk; value-at-risk itself is shown in the visualization. The input
for the model is taken from the user through the controls.

You can also see a comparison of both stepwise and non-stepwise simulations
side by side to observe the differences in calculating value-at-risk. Figure 6.19
shows a comparison of the output of both models.

Figure 6.19  Comparison of Stepwise and Non-Stepwise GBM Models

The light gray region indicates that the number of simulated outcomes is less than
the value-at-risk. The two charts in Figure 6.19 are for two types of simulations;
as noted previously, the random sampling distribution is generated once for the
entire simulation and then for each individual simulation. Value-at-risk for each
technique is different; the random number being distributed once for each simu-
lation seems to be more realistic than the earlier technique.

Value-at-risk values for each of these models differ by a large amount: 15%. Given
that this can be adjusted, there are now two different GBM models: stepwise and
non-stepwise (which is without imperative logic). Values of simulated value-at-
risk are normal distributions in both simulations, but stepwise is closer to the
realistic value and the more preferred method for each simulation.
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The next section looks at parallel processing and its performance-enhancing capa-
bilities for imperative logic.

Using Parallel Processing in LLANG

LLANG is strictly for SAP internal use only, and SAP developers can use it only
through an approval process. This section is applicable for those qualified devel-
opers, and it is only to show possible options in an SAP HANA platform.

In SAP HANA, you can write code in one of the three languages: SQLScript, L, and
R. L is closer to the procedural language, with data structures, operations, and
functions. L in SAP HANA supports parallel processing, which can be used to
achieve better performance for imperative logic. Listing 6.4 is the pseudocode for
the stepwise logic in LLANG.

Void calcVaR( Int32 times_each, Double drift_of_
return, Double stddev_of_return,

Double dt, Int32 init_return,
_shared_read PAL_DISTRRANDOM_DISTRPARAM_T input1, _shared_

read PAL_CONTROL_T input2,
_reset MON_SIM_WORK2_T & monoutput1 )

{

PAL_DISTRRANDOM_DISTRPARAM_T read1 = input1.clone();
PAL_CONTROL_T read2 = input2.clone();
PAL_DISTRRANDOM_RESULT_T read3;

Int32 counter = 0;
Size table_counter = 0z;

Column<Int32> mon_time = monoutput1.getColumn<Int32>("TIME_
STEPS");

Column<Double> mon_return = monoutput1.getColumn<Double>("RETURN_
2");

Column<Int32> mon_var_flg = monoutput1.getColumn<Int32>("VAR_
FLG");

Column<Double> mon_return_org =
monoutput1.getColumn<Double>("RETURN_");

Column<Int32> mon_series = monoutput1.getColumn<Int32>("SERIES");

while (counter < times_each) {

pal::distrRandom(read1, read2, read3);
Column<Int32> idC = read3.getColumn<Int32>("ID");
Column<Double> randomC = read3.getColumn<Double>("RANDOM");
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Size coutContent = 0z;

Double w = Double("0");
Double eps = Double("0");
Double dW = Double("0");
Double t = Double("0");
Double constant = Double("0.5");

Double rETURN2 = Double(init_return);
Int32 index1 = 1;
while ( coutContent < idC.getSize()) {

eps = randomC[coutContent];
dW = stddev_of_return * eps * math::sqrt(dt);

t = dt * Double(index1);
w = w + dW;
Double expInpt = (drift_of_return*t-constant*stddev_of_

return*stddev_of_return*t) + w;
rETURN2 = rETURN2+Double(rETURN2)*(drift_of_

return*dt+dW)*math::exp(expInpt);

mon_time[table_counter] = index1;
mon_return[table_counter] = rETURN2;
mon_var_flg[table_counter] = 0;
mon_return_org[table_counter] = expInpt;
mon_series[table_counter] = 0;

coutContent = coutContent.next();
table_counter = table_counter.next();
index1 = index1 + 1;

}

counter = counter + 1;
}

}

_parallel {
calcVaR( times_each, drift_of_return, stddev_of_

return, dt, init_return, read1, read2, montecarlo1);
calcVaR( times_each, drift_of_return, stddev_of_

return, dt, init_return, read1, read2, montecarlo2);
calcVaR( times_each, drift_of_return, stddev_of_

return, dt, init_return, read1, read2, montecarlo3);
calcVaR( times_each, drift_of_return, stddev_of_

return, dt, init_return, read1, read2, montecarlo4);
calcVaR( times_each, drift_of_return, stddev_of_

return, dt, init_return, read1, read2, montecarlo5);
calcVaR( times_each, drift_of_return, stddev_of_

return, dt, init_return, read1, read2, montecarlo6);
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calcVaR( times_each, drift_of_return, stddev_of_
return, dt, init_return, read1, read2, montecarlo7);

calcVaR( times_each, drift_of_return, stddev_of_
return, dt, init_return, read1, read2, montecarlo8);

calcVaR( times_each, drift_of_return, stddev_of_
return, dt, init_return, read1, read2, montecarlo9);

calcVaR( times_each, drift_of_return, stddev_of_
return, dt, init_return, read1, read2, montecarlo10);

calcVaR( times_each, drift_of_return, stddev_of_
return, dt, init_return, read1, read2, montecarlo11);

calcVaR( times_each, drift_of_return, stddev_of_
return, dt, init_return, read1, read2, montecarlo12);

calcVaR( times_each, drift_of_return, stddev_of_
return, dt, init_return, read1, read2, montecarlo13);

calcVaR( times_each, drift_of_return, stddev_of_
return, dt, init_return, read1, read2, montecarlo14);

calcVaR( times_each, drift_of_return, stddev_of_
return, dt, init_return, read1, read2, montecarlo15);

}

Listing 6.4  LLANG Procedure   

In Listing 6.4, SAP HANA parallelizes the execution of logic in the _parallel
block. We have implemented GBM in a calcVaR function in a LLANG procedure
and called it multiple times in the parallel block (_parallel). This enables us to
perform a large number of simulations in matter of subseconds. One million
Monte Carlo simulations are executed in less than five seconds with this
approach.

With this, you have now seen all of the random variable generation techniques in
SAP HANA and their use in the Monte Carlo simulation for calculating value-at-
risk using the GBM model. You have also seen various alternatives for imple-
menting the simulation and compared the outcomes.

Once an investment manager identifies risk in a portfolio, the next step is to opti-
mize the portfolio for maximize return, which we will cover in the next section.

6.3 Portfolio Optimization

A large number of securities are traded on various bases around the world every
day. An investment portfolio is a combination of various securities with distributed
weights as per diversification rules. Performance of a stock/security is usually
measured by the return of a security for a particular period in time until the time
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in question. The volatility of a portfolio is determined by the weighted volatilities
of the individual security returns. This volatility is also known as risk. The Sharpe
ratio is defined as the ratio of return to risk. The performance of a portfolio is
assessed based on values of the return, risk, and Sharpe ratio. A maximum return
with minimal risk is an ideal expectation for an investment in a portfolio. In other
words, the higher the Sharpe ratio, the higher the return.

Portfolio optimization is the process of maximizing returns and minimizing risk, or
maximizing the Sharpe ratio under specified constraints. One of the critical com-
ponents for optimizing a portfolio is building a variance-covariance matrix that
explains the correlation amongst all the securities in a portfolio. The covariance
matrix return, risk, and Sharpe ratio are defined as follows:

� Return 
, where:

� Wi is the weight of the ith security in a portfolio.

� ri is the return on the ith security (daily or monthly).

� R is the return of a portfolio P.

� n is the number of securities in a portfolio.

� Risk 
, where:

� wi is the weight of the ith security in a portfolio P.

� wj is the weight of the jth security in a portfolio P.

� σi is the variance of the ith security in a portfolio P.

� σj is the variance of the jth security in a portfolio P.

� ρij is the covariance of the ith and jth security in a portfolio P.

� Sharpe ratio 
This is the ratio of return to risk. In this example, we will maximize the return
using matrix algebra, as explained in the following sections.

Figure 6.20 illustrates the overall process to optimize a portfolio.

We will use the same stock definitions and portfolio and return calculations as
introduced previously (see Section 6.2.2). The following sections cover the
remaining processes involved.
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Figure 6.20  Portfolio Optimization Process

6.3.1 Variance-Covariance Matrix

A variance-covariance matrix of a portfolio consists of a correlation of each secu-
rity in a portfolio with others. A variance-covariance matrix can be designed in
two ways in SAP HANA: via a matrix structure or a table structure. The following
two sections look at each option in detail.

Matrix Structure

As shown in Figure 6.21, a matrix structure is dependent on the number of secu-
rities.

Figure 6.21  Matrix Structure

For the matrix structure table design, if you know the securities of a portfolio
beforehand, you can define the physical data model of a table as a matrix struc-
ture as shown in Figure 6.21. If you want to be flexible for optimizing and reop-
timizing purposes and there are different securities to optimize, consider using
SAP HANA flexible tables. A flexible table allows you to add columns dynamically.
In SAP HANA, you can use the SCHEMA FLEXIBILITY expression for this option and
add the columns while performing optimization processes. Listing 6.5 displays
the set SQL statements that will define a flexible table.

Stock
quotes

Select
stocks

Calculate
return

Create
covariance

matrix

Calculate
inverse
matrix

Calculate
expected
returns

Calculate
weights

Repeat until the portfolio has no negative weighted stocks.
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CREATE COLUMN TABLE COVARIANCE(
SECURITY VARCHAR(15),
SECURITY_A DECIMAL(6,3),
SECURITY_B DECIMAL(6,3)
) WITH SCHEMA FLEXIBILITY;

INSERT INTO MONTECARLO.COVARIANCE VALUES ('SECURITY_A', 0.6, 0.7);

Listing 6.5  Flexible Table

With the INSERT statements in Listing 6.6, you can add new columns to this table.
The new columns are SECURITY_C and SECURITY_D, with NVARCHAR(5000) for the
type.

INSERT INTO MONTECARLO.COVARIANCE (SECURITY , SECURITY_A,SECURITY_
B, SECURITY_C) VALUES ('SECURITY_A', 0.6, 0.7, 0.8);
INSERT INTO MONTECARLO.COVARIANCE (SECURITY, SECURITY_A, SECURITY_
B, SECURITY_C, SECURITY_D) VALUES ('SECURITY_A', 0.6, 0.7, 0.8, TO_
DOUBLE(-0.3));

Listing 6.6  Flexible Table Population with New Columns

Irrespective of the value of the new field type, the new column type will be
NVARCHAR. This requires changing additional type conversion operations to
numeric. In Figure 6.22, the columns inserted with INSERT statements are created
with NVARCHAR data types.

Figure 6.22  Table Columns with Flexibility Option

For the portfolio, we have considered more than 2,000 securities, but it would be
difficult to manage the table structure with so many columns. In such a case, the
table structure can be used instead of the matrix structure. The other advantage of
a matrix structure is that building a covariance matrix is possible with the SAP
HANA PAL multivariate statistics function, MULTIVARSTAT.
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Table Structure

A table structure has consistent columns irrespective of the number of securities
and grows with the number of rows. In Figure 6.23, note that only a number of
rows differ based on the number of securities in the portfolio.

Figure 6.23  Table Structure

In the next section, we will see how we can implement and populate a covariance
matrix in the columnar table structure.

Columnar Table

The columnar structure is easier with respect to maintaining a structure; how-
ever, because it is not in a matrix format, you need to rely on low-level data struc-
tures of LLANG on SAP HANA or RLANG for the matrix operations. Because SAP
HANA supports R integration, it would be simplest to perform some of these
activities with R.

Also, it is easier to populate covariance values into a columnar table structure
using the following formula. For a calculation, you need to sum the squares of the
returns for the two securities and use the correlation calculation formula shown
here:

The SQL query shown in Listing 6.7 will calculate covariance for securities.

SELECT ID, RUNID, SYMBOL_A, SYMBOL_B,
NUM1 as "CORR",
COMMONSIZE, "TYPE"

FROM
(
SELECT

:portfId as "ID", :runid as "RUNID", SYMBOL_A, SYMBOL_B,
round(VAR_A,6) VAR_A, round(VAR_B,6) VAR_B,
round((psum / n - sum1 /n * sum2 / n), 6) as "NUM1",
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sqrt((sum1sq - power(sum1, 2.0) / n) * (sum2sq -
power(sum2, 2.0) / n)) as "NUM2",

round(((psum - (sum1 * sum2 / n)) /sqrt((sum1sq -
power(sum1, 2.0) / n) * (sum2sq - power(sum2, 2.0) /
n))),6) AS "CORR",

n AS "COMMONSIZE", 'M' as "TYPE"
FROM
(

SELECT
n1.SYMBOL AS SYMBOL_A,
n2.SYMBOL AS SYMBOL_B,
STDDEV(n1.MONTHLY_RETURN) AS "VAR_A",
STDDEV(n2.MONTHLY_RETURN) AS "VAR_B",
SUM(n1.MONTHLY_RETURN) AS sum1,
SUM(n2.MONTHLY_RETURN) AS sum2,
SUM(n1.MONTHLY_RETURN * n1.MONTHLY_RETURN) AS sum1sq,
SUM(n2.MONTHLY_RETURN * n2.MONTHLY_RETURN) AS sum2sq,
SUM(n1.MONTHLY_RETURN * n2.MONTHLY_RETURN) AS psum,
COUNT(*) as n

FROM :portfolio AS n1
INNER JOIN :portfolio AS n2
ON
n1.YEAR_INT = n2.YEAR_INT AND n1.MONTH_INT = n2.MONTH_INT
GROUP BY
n1.SYMBOL, n2.SYMBOL

)
);

Listing 6.7  Calculating Covariance Matrix Using SQL

Covariance Table Data

With a large number of securities in a portfolio and the easy population of cova-
riance values, a table structure suits our portfolio optimization. The covariance
table structure is shown in Figure 6.24.

Figure 6.24  Covariance Table Structure
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We will populate the table in Figure 6.24 using the SQL in Listing 6.7 for calcu-
lating the correlation factor. Figure 6.25 shows some of the first records of the
covariance table.

Figure 6.25  Sample Output of Covariance Table

The stronger the positive correlation between the two securities, the closer the
value of CORR is to 1. Positively correlated stocks exhibit similar upward or down-
ward movements more often than not. Negative correlation is signified by a value
closer to -1. This indicates a strong inverse movement between two securities.
This information is crucial for the process of optimization and portfolio planning.

Bidirectional Covariance Values

The SQL in Listing 6.7 will populate bidirectional covariance values into the table. You
will have two entries for the covariance of securities ABC and C corporation, with SYM-
BOL_A AS ‘ABC’ and SYMBOL_B 'C', and another entry with the reverse combination
with SYMBOL_A 'C' and SYMBOL_B AS 'ABC'.
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Use SAP BusinessObjects BI tools to visualize covariance analysis based on the
correlation value. Figure 6.26 shows a visualization for the top positive and neg-
ative correlated securities based on the correlation factor.

Figure 6.26  Correlated Securities Movement

In Figure 6.26, notice at the top of the image that if the correlation factor is
greater than 0.79 (strong positive correlation), the securities have a similar trend
of returns. Similarly, negative correlated securities at the bottom of the image
exhibit the same pattern.

In this section, we have seen the various options for creating a covariance matrix.
We populated the covariance matrix between securities in a portfolio in a tabular
format for this case study. We now know how we will use the covariance matrix
for maximizing the portfolio return by defining the matrix algebra models in the
next section.

6.3.2 Modeling for Optimization Constraints and Equations

Portfolio optimization was proposed in 1970 by Harry Max Markowitz using the
covariance matrix and matrix algebra. In the next sections, we will go through the
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model and how we will derive the equations for optimization execution with an
example.

Optimization Model

In this section, we will discuss matrix algebra and derive the optimization equa-
tion for maximizing the return.

The following formula (formula 1) is based on the portfolio optimization theory: 

 ----- (1)

In this example, V stands for variance matrix, W is the weight, R stands for the
return, and r* is the expected return of the portfolio.

You can rewrite this equation for calculating the inverse matrix as follows (for-
mula 2):

 ----- (2)

Finally, let’s represent the above equation (2) in a simplified format (formula 3):

(A) x (W) = R*---- (3)

Where A is the return and variance matrix, W is the weight matrix, and R* is the
return matrix.

Let’s run through an example of a variance matrix and a return matrix to derive
the equations for an optimization based on the preceding simplified formula (3).
Let’s consider an example of a three-by-three variance matrix V, as shown in
Table 6.1.

Symbol A Symbol B Symbol C

Symbol A 0.5 0.2 0.1

Symbol B 0.2 0.6 0.3

Symbol C 0.1 0.3 0.7

Table 6.1  Example Variance Matrix
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Similarly, let’s consider a return matrix for symbols in V for R, as shown in Table
6.2.

Using the example V and R matrix, A is as shown in Figure 6.27.

Figure 6.27  Matrix Example Including the Returns and Variance Matrix

The inverse matrix of A-1 is shown in Figure 6.28.

Figure 6.28  Inverse Matrix of Example A

Given that the expected return is an input, you can derive the weights from for-
mula 2, as shown in Figure 6.29.

R

Symbol A 5

Symbol B 4

Symbol C 3

Table 6.2  Return Matrix Example

=

R 1 Symbol A Symbol B Symbol C

R 0 0 5 4 3

1 0 0 1 1 1

Symbol A 5 1 0.5 0.2 0.1

Symbol B 4 1 0.2 0.6 0.3

Symbol C 1 1 0.1 0.3 0.7

A=
0 0 R
0 0 1
R 1 V

= 

R 1 Symbol A Symbol B Symbol C

R -0.25 1.05 0.5 1.29E16 -0.5

1 1.05 .4.72778 -1.61111 0.222222 2.388889

Symbol A 0.5 -1.61111 0.555556 -1.111111 0.555556

Symbol B 1.29E16 0.222222 -1.111111 2.222222 -1.111111

Symbol C -0.5 2.388889 0.555556 -1.111111 0.555556

A-1
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Figure 6.29  Weight Parameters Based on the Inverse Matrix

As shown in the first two columns of Figure 6.29, the inverse matrix will calculate
each weight as defined here:

W1 = 0.5 * r* – 1.611111
W2 = (1.29 – E16) * r* + 0.222222
W3 = –0.5 * r* + 2.388889

If the calculated weights W1, W2, and W3 are less than 0, then you need to iterate
the process, because you should consider W > 0 as an optimizing constraint.

Once you have the weights calculated for the inverse matrix, write the weights
matrix for formula 2 and the variance matrix (V) for formula 1, as follows:

Next, we want to show that the expected return is always between the minimum
and maximum of R as follows (you will use this in the Sharpe ratio equation):

Return = r* (min(R) <= max(R))

Now, write the defining formula for risk, which is related to the previous formula:

Once you have defined the risk, you can use the Sharpe ratio equation for opti-
mizing the returns:

=

λ1 / 2
λ2 / 2
W1

W2

W3

r*
1
0

A-1 =

–0.25
1.05
0.5

1.29 – E16
–0.5

1.05
–4.72778
–1.61111
0.222222
2.388889

0.5
–1.61111
0.555555
–1.11111
0.555556

1.29E – 16
0.222222
–1.11111
0.222222
–1.11111

–0.5
2.388889
0.555555
–1.11111
0.555556

r*
1
0
0
0

Weight Parameters
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The Sharpe ratio equation will be used to optimize returns. As you have seen in
this section, in order to optimize the Sharpe ratio, you first need to perform a
matrix inversion operation using the covariance matrix built in Section 6.3.1.
Then, use the preceding equation for optimization. The next section will cover
the inverse matrix.

Inverse Matrix

Now that we have defined the covariance matrix in tabular form in the Covari-
ance Table Data section, you need to transform the data into the matrix form and
perform an inverse matrix operation. You will use R to transform and retrieve the
inverse matrix.

To begin, define the input table types of an RLANG procedure. Figure 6.30 shows
the input table type.

Figure 6.30  Inverse Matrix Input Table Type

You only need two output values to optimize the portfolio for each symbol, as
explained in the previous section. Figure 6.31 displays the output table type.

Figure 6.31  Output of Inverse Matrix Procedure

Next, let’s look at the RLANG procedure code. Listing 6.8 displays the RLANG
procedure that will transform the covariance matrix in the table structure to the
matrix structure and calculate the inverse matrix.
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library(plyr)
library(reshape)
library(reshape2)
library(data.table)
Cov_list<-data.table(covariance_list)
Cov_matrix<-cast(Cov_list, SYMBOL_A ~ SYMBOL_B)
Cov_inverse_matrix<-solve(Cov_matrix)
Cov_inverse_matrix_frame<- cbind(row.names(Cov_inverse_

matrix),Cov_inverse_matrix[,c(1:2)])
colnames(Cov_inverse_matrix_frame)<-c("SYMBOL","INVERSE_

RETURN","INVERSE_ONE")
result<-as.data.frame(Cov_inverse_matrix_frame)

Listing 6.8  Transform the Structure and Perform the Inverse Matrix Operation

The previously mentioned R function solve will calculate the inverse of the
matrix, and cast will transform the function from the table format to the matrix
structure. Finally, select the first two values for each security for optimization
and send them back to SAP HANA (see Figure 6.32 for the output values of Lis-
ting 6.8).

Figure 6.32  Output of Inverse Matrix for Optimization
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Insert the output in Figure 6.32 into the WEIGHT_PARAMETER table, which will be
used to calculate the expected result in the next section.

Calculate Expected Return

Next, we will minimize and maximize the return using the derived equation in R
by passing the relevant parameters of A, B, and C calculated in SAP HANA and
leveraging the optimized function in R to calculate the expected return.

Begin by defining the input table type for the RLANG procedure, as shown in
Figure 6.33.

Figure 6.33  Input Table Type to Optimize Function

You can then calculate A, B, and C for the model as follows using SAP HANA SQL
(see Listing 6.9).

select sum(A) as A,sum(B) as B,sum(C) as C,sum(max_return) as MAX_
RETURN,sum(min_return) as MIN_RETURN from
(
select sum(CORR*IR_A*IR_B) as A, sum(CORR*(IR_A*IO_B+IR_B*IO_
A)) as B, sum(CORR*IO_A*IO_B) as C, null as max_return, null as min_
return
from(
select M.SYMBOL_A, M.SYMBOL_B, M.CORR as CORR, WP_A.INVERSE_
RETURN as IR_A, WP_A.INVERSE_ONE as IO_A, WP_B.INVERSE_RETURN as IR_
B, WP_B.INVERSE_ONE as IO_B
from "MONTECARLO"."COV_MATRIX_NN" as M
inner join "MONTECARLO"."WEIGHT_PARAMETR" as WP_A
on M.SYMBOL_A = WP_A.SYMBOL
inner join "MONTECARLO"."WEIGHT_PARAMETR" as WP_B
on M.SYMBOL_B = WP_B.SYMBOL

Listing 6.9  Calculation Equation Parameters in SQL 
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In addition to the Listing 6.9 code, also select the minimum and maximum
returns of the securities to pass them as an input to the RLANG procedure. Listing
6.10 is the pseudocode of the RLANG procedure.

library(data.table)
p<-data.table(r_input)
A<-p[1,A]
B<-p[1,B]
C<-p[1,C]
max_return<-p[1,MAX_RETURN]
min_return<-p[1,MIN_RETURN]
f<- function(x) x/(A*x^2+B*x+C)
xopt_max<- optimize(f=f,interval=c(min_return,max_return),tol=

0.000001,maximum=T)
xopt_min<- optimize(f=f,interval=c(min_return,max_return),tol=

0.000001)
expected<-matrix(c(xopt_max$maximum,xopt_max$objective,xopt_

min$minimum,xopt_min$objective), nrow=1, ncol=4)
colnames(expected)<-c("OPTIMIZED_EXPECTED_RETURN","OPTIMIZED_

SHARPE_RATIO","MINIMUM_EXPECTED_RETURN","MINIMUM_SHARPE_RATIO")
result<-as.data.frame(expected)

Listing 6.10  Optimize the Return

Note that the optimize function definition is defined in the model, which is fol-
lowed by calling the minimize and maximize optimized functions. The outputs of
the optimized functions are maximized and minimized returns with their respec-
tive Sharpe ratios.

Redistribute the portfolio by assigning weights, using the maximum expected
return OPTIMIZED_EXPECTED_RETURN from the procedure in Listing 6.10 to achieve
maximum returns. You will store this output in a table in SAP HANA.

Calculate Weights

As per the model, a new weight can be calculated based on the maximized
expected return and the inverse matrix as a1r* + b1 for a security. Use following
SQL statements to calculate the same:

calculated_weights = select :portfId, :runid, :expected_
return, SYMBOL, INVERSE_RETURN * :expected_return + INVERSE_ONE
from "MONTECARLO"."WEIGHT_PARAMETER";

The output looks like that shown in Figure 6.34 for securities in a portfolio.
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Figure 6.34  New Weights Calculated

The overall expected return of the portfolio with the new weights calculated in
Figure 6.34 can be calculated as shown in Listing 6.11.

portfolio_return =
select :portfId, :runid, :expected_return, var_, :expected_return/
var_
from(
select sum(CORR*WEIGHT_A*WEIGHT_B) as var_
from (
select M.CORR as CORR, W_A.WEIGHT as WEIGHT_A, W_

B.WEIGHT as WEIGHT_B
from "MONTECARLO"."COV_MATRIX_NN" as M
inner join :calculated_weight as W_A
on M.SYMBOL_A = W_A.SYMBOL and W_A.ID = :portfId and W_A.RUNID =

:runid and W_A.EXPECTED_RETURN = :expected_return
inner join :calculated_weight as W_B
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on M.SYMBOL_B = W_B.SYMBOL and W_B.ID = :portfId and W_B.RUNID =
:runid and W_B.EXPECTED_RETURN = :expected_return

)
);

Listing 6.11  Calculating New Weights

The output of Listing 6.11 looks like that shown in Figure 6.35.

Figure 6.35  New Portfolio Return Based on the New Calculated Weights

In this section, we performed an inverse matrix operation to get the weights for
each security. We then derived the optimization equation from the matrix algebra
and performed the matrix transformation. Finally, we calculated the maximum
expected returns using the optimization function.

We still need to recalculate the portfolio weights until the constraints of optimi-
zation are met, which we will cover in the next section.

6.3.3 Executing Optimization Models

One of the constraints of a portfolio is that there should not be any negative
weights; that is, weights should be greater than 0.

A new portfolio can be created by removing the negatively weighted securities
from recalculated weights and performing the same iterative process of optimiz-
ing until you reach a portfolio optimized without negative stocks.

In this example, a portfolio optimization simulation exercise with 2,742 securities
is executed 12 times to remove all negative stocks—and finishes in under 10 min-
utes. Figure 6.36 shows a set of optimal portfolios with a defined level of
expected return (known as an efficient frontier) from which the calculated Sharpe
ratio and risk derived from the simulation are depicted.
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Figure 6.36  Efficient Frontier of Portfolio Optimization

6.4 Summary

In this chapter, we discussed how to perform a Monte Carlo simulation to calcu-
late value-at-risk using a GBM model. During the simulation process, we pre-
sented various random variable generation and imperative logic techniques. We
also described how to perform matrix algebra based on portfolio optimization in
SAP HANA. During this process, we also looked at matrix data design and matrix
operations such as the inverse matrix and using optimized functions.

This completes our journey through advanced data modeling in SAP HANA. In
this book, we looked at SAP HANA modeling capabilities, how to build complex
models for complex logic, and how to scale these models for high performance.
Together, we explored how the SAP HANA platform allows us to perform predic-
tive modeling using R and PAL together for predictive models. We concluded the
book by looking at a simulation and optimization case study for performing data
structure operations in SAP HANA. With this book, you should now be able to
model complex logic in SAP HANA, build predictive models with R, PAL, and
more, and utilize performance tools to enhance your SAP HANA data models.
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